
 

 

Our SaaS solution einbliq.io supports media companies and TV broadcasters in coping with vast amounts of 
data, in increasing user satisfaction and in saving costs at the same time. Our mission: to capture detailed 
usage and analytics data in streaming and to process it accordingly.  

einbliq.io is a product of decover GmbH - a young company in Munich, founded by two industry experts at 
the end of 2020. 

Are you passionate about data analytics and eager to co-create new approaches and technical concepts 
together in a team? Then you've come to the right place - become part of our team as a 

Software Engineer Data & Visualisation (f/m/d) 
(Munich, Germany or hybrid-remote · full-time or part-time · immediately or when available) 

In this role, you will work on the systematic analysis and the processing of our data. You will prepare and 
visualise our data, making it accessible and useable for us and our customers. You will extend our existing 
cloud-based implementation with new data pipes, thereby actively shaping the further development of 
einbliq.io. 

Your tasks 
 Processing and intuitive representation of data 

 Selecting technologies for data analysis and visualisation 

 Designing and implementing new data pipes 

 Realising new features for our product together with the team and customers 

 Presenting your work, internally and to customers 

Your profile 
 You bring solid experience in processing, transforming and preparing complex data sets and have 

ideally already applied this in a product context. 

 You have worked intensively with the visualization of data, understand how to present data in 
meaningful ways, and are familiar with several tools for preparation: e.g. Jupyter Notebooks, Tableau, 
Grafana, D3.js, Looker.  

 You have practical experience in backend development for data processing (preferably with Python, 
C# and .NET or server-side JavaScript with Node.js). 

 You have high standards when it comes to the quality and transparency of your code and are used to 
working in agile environments (Scrum, git, ...). 

 A good understanding of cloud platforms such as Azure, AWS or GCP completes your profile 

 You communicate openly and with appreciation, also among multidisciplinary colleagues 

Our offer to you 
 Extensive creative and career development opportunities in a promising IT start-up with a modern 

and adaptable tech stack 

 Competitive & fair pay 

 Actual work-life balance and flexibility in terms of work location and working hours  

 Open feedback culture and appreciation of your ideas 
 

Our service is highly scalable and runs in the Azure cloud. It consists of services such as web apps, Cosmos 
DBs, data lakes, event hubs and Elasticsearch. The backend stack is mainly based on C#, .NET, JavaScript and 
Go.  

Languages and technologies can be learned. We do not expect you to have specialist and practical knowledge 
in all the above areas. If you want to actively and responsibly advance the product jointly with us as a Software 
Engineer, if you are reliable and work systematically, you are a perfect fit for us. 

Sparked your interest? 
Please send us your application including salary expectations and availability by email to jobs@einbliq.io. Feel 
free to contact us if you have any questions in advance. 
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